Introduction
At present, the automatic parking system applied to mass production cars is only a secondary system, and cannot achieve automatic trajectory. That means, the driver still needs to control the gear, throttle and brakes according to the system prompt. There are two main types of automatic parking system, one is the open loop parking control based on path planning, which controls non-learning trajectory through the controller.Another is learning parking based on fuzzy algorithm and neural network, which parks through the study and simulation of artificial experience. The former's location of real-time is not good, consuming more time to correct the position errors. The latter can reduce positional errors in real time so that it can achieve accurate parking [1] .
Because there will be a problem that the speed is not constant in the process of the vehicle's reversing into garage, excessive speed will cause that the required effective parking space is too large to be satisfied and too slow speed will make the parking time increase so that it cannot park into garage in a certain time.This paper adopted two levels of fuzzy controller. The first-level fuzzy controller controlled the vehicle speed, kept the speed of the vehicle in a proper range,and realized the dynamic stability of the system velocity.According to the artificial experience,based on fuzzy algorithm, the second-level fuzzy controller realized the dynamic control of the vehicle's steering angle, correcting astern position and vehicle posture in real time. In the process of parking, there mainly has the following three phases: the first stage, it used ultrasonic sensors to read information around the vehicle, and determined the starting position of the car parking; The second phase, it read the vehicle speed, adjusted the speed and used ultrasonic sensor to collect location information back to the controller, which decided position adjustment; In the third phase, it hit front wheel to complete parking process.
Kinematic model and path of the vehicle parking Analysis.
In the process of vehicle steering, when the outer steering wheel reaches the maximum steering angle, it gets minimum turning radius. Under the current parking resource constraints, it reduces the size of vehicle parking space within a reasonable range. To make parking space as small as possible, we should try to reduce the turning radius of the vehicle parking process, in order to minimize the use of effective parking space and achieve the rational use of parking space. Based on the Ackerman Angle, this system established the model to carry on the parking trajectory prediction [2, 3] . Assuming the the front wheels of the vehicle steer, the rear wheels and the vehicle were always parallel. l was vehicle length, w was vehicle width, s is wheel base, b is wheel tread, a was front suspension length, c was overhang length, was steering angle of outside steering wheel,  was steering angle of internal steering wheel,all of these had maximum value. O' was the reference center point of study, R was steering radius of vehicle parking trajectory, 0 R was outside steering wheel turning radius.From the corner of Ackerman Angle knowledge,when  reached its maximum value, 0 R got the minimum value,that was:
On the basis of this, the minimum radius of the reference center point ' O of the vehicle was established, expand the following trajectory prediction and calculation, at this time there was a minimum radius of
Assuming that in the process of the parking origin O can be met, Fig. 1 showed a schematic diagram of the automatic vertical parking trajectory prediction. The paper used two phases of the parking trajectory for parking, the two arrows in the figure indicated that the trajectory was the vertical parking path, the first phase was preparation for parking. According to different starting position, calculate different origins from the visual parking.The second phase was the real stage of reversing parking. Vehicle parked in the center of parking space eventually.The meaning of the parameters in the diagram was as follows:W was the width of parking space, H was the depth of parking spaces, ss was the distance from the right side of the vehicle to the barriers, min R was trajectory radius of reverse phase, min In this trajectory, make rear axle center as study reference center point and in the forward phase take the steering wheel to maximum steering angle. From the Ackerman Angle knowledge, the second phase minimum parking radius was:
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of automatic vertical parking path planning
The minimum parking radius for the first phase was:
There may be two collision points in the vertical parking process, they are: the collision between the point of the obstacle of the vehicle A and the side of the vehicle 1 1C A , and the collision between the point of the obstacle of the garage side BD and the side of the vehicle 1 D . In order to avoid the two collisions, the minimum effective parking space should be set. If it does not meet the minimum size, it will not be allowed to park here.There are two critical conditions to meet the minimum effective parking space.One is that the garage point A and the side of the garage 1 1C A has no collision and the vehicle critically pass. Another one is that vehicle point 1 D and the side of the garage BD has no collision and the vehicle critically pass .The maximum value of the two critical values is the critical value of the system. As the figure shows, the two critical conditions are:
After calculating and simplifying:
(9) For the depth of vertical parking space, as long as the length of the vehicle can be satisfied, that was:
The above minimum parking space is the critical size of parking space. Actual garage needs to add a safe distance , can be (10~20 cm ). In the picture, the stopping spot in the process of reversing is coordinate origin. The two arc center coordinates of the trajectory are:
(12) By calculating, the distance from starting position of the two parking trajectory to point B is:
According to the center coordinates, radius and rotation angle, equation of two paths are easy to get by diagram.
Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of automatic parallel parking path planning
The Fig. 2 showed the trajectory of automatic parallel parking, which had 3 stages: the arc-line-arc unsymmetrical path. 1 M , 2 M were respectively tangent points of the two circular trajectory.The slope of the line was certain,meaning this path was also the asked minimum radius of trajectory when the maximum steering wheel turning angle was established. L and W were the effective length and width of the parking space respectively, ss was the distance between the left side of the garage and the right side of the vehicle, min _ 1
R
was the trajectory radius of A, min _ 2
was the trajectory radius of B. It is likely to occur collisions between point M0 and AC side of the vehicle, also between the point B of the vehicle and the edge of garage inside.According the two possible collision locations, calculate the minimum efficient size of vehicle space. According to the turning radius of Ackerman angle, for circle O1:
The turning radius of circle 02 was:
The critical conditions for the collisions of the above two places were:
Critical dimension of parking space was:
In the actual parking process, in order to prevent collisions, it need to add a certain safety distance  ,  was desirable(10cm~20 cm). In the trajectory given in this paper, it is assumed that the vehicle reversing into the parking space is just the end of the garage or has an interval safety distance.After the automatic parking,adjust the position of the vehicle manually, which means O2 is always in a straight line. The coordinates of several points in this trajectory are as follows:
Fuzzy rules are the core of the fuzzy controller, which have a direct impact on the performance of the controller. Here, the fuzzy control rules can be designed according to the experience of the designers [6] . After the fuzzy sets and the domains of control of fuzzy variables error ES, the error rate of change ECr, change of speed us were determined, the next step was to determine the membership functions of fuzzy linguistic variables, which are so-called fuzzy variables. If the actual error of sampling at the moment is ES and the variable rate of change is ECr, according to the control rules the control result is:
function values corresponding to the level of the quantization to take 1, and the rest are taken 0 values, so that the formula above can be simplified as:
where , μNBES (i) andμNMES (i) are the membership of the number of the i element in the fuzzy set NBES and NMES, μNBECr (j) andμNMECr (j) are the membership degree of the number of the j element in the fuzzy set NBECr and NMECr. The amount of control us2…us21can be determined by the rest control rules. The control amount is fuzzy set us, which is expressed as: us = us1+ us2+…+ us21 (22) Based on the results obtained, use the maximum membership method to change the control amount from fuzzy two variables to accurate amount. The main purpose of fuzzy control is to enable the vehicle to follow the reference trajectory, which can be adjusted in the deviation from the reference path, to ensure that the vehicle is always along the set track. This follow requires that the vehicle reference point is always in the vicinity of the reference path, and the direction of the vehicle is also consistent with the reference path tangent. By the above analysis, the input of the fuzzy controller was chosen as the deviation between the actual position and the reference position, including two basic errors. One is the position deviation between the actual vehicle reference point position and reference path EPr, two is the angle deviation between the actual vehicle orientation angle and the reference path tangent angle EGr.The path following of the vehicle is realized by controlling the vehicle steering. Thus the vehicle routing control system is a fuzzy control system with three inputs and one output structure. Although selecting many linguistic variables can make the control rules more comprehensive and more accurate, it also makes the control rules more complex. The computational complexity is greatly increased, and it will require higher capability. Involving the three variables for the automatic parking position, named the vehicle bias reference point to the horizontal and vertical coordinates and vehicle angle. In order to meet the requirements of vehicle routing control, minimizing the language variables' values to make the control rules easier, so the input variables x,y and theta were all with five linguistic variables {PB, PS, O, NS, NB} . At the same time, the output also selects five linguistic variables {PB, PS, O, NS, NB}. Thus, in the case of a certain range of accuracy, the operating load of the controller is reduced as far as possible.
Experiment and result analysis
(a) Vertical parking parking simulation (b) parallel parking parking simulation Fig. 3 A set of automatic vertical and parallel parking simulation In the Matlab Simulink simulation environment, after multiple sets of simulation, this paper verified the automatic parking system was reliable. Fig. 3 was one of the simulation results. Among them, vertical parking was divided into two stages, the forward phase (as shown in the red part on Fig.  3 (a) ) and the backward phase (as shown in the purple part on Fig.3 (b) ). The parameters values of the simulation were shown in Table 1 . 
Conclusion
The paper set up two parking schemes for two kinds of parking systems, using fuzzy control methods to control the position and speed of the vehicle,and to avoid the collisions.The system had the advantages of simple structure and good control effect, and achieved the goal of automatic parking.To make more accurate control, we must segment the input and output fuzzy variables, which leads to more complex fuzzy rules,having a great effect on the response speed of the micro controller.Therefore, in the control accurate and response speed, the system adopted a compromise control algorithm, which makes the response speed faster and the control precision higher.
